Why Stress? Hire the Best!

Shaun Jay’s Profile

Travels from Raleigh, North Carolina, US

A Talent Agency

Shaun Jay
Speaker, Entrepreneur and Magician
Having the experience entertaining all ages, ethnicities,
and personality types, Shaun Jay can adapt to fit almost
any situation. As an introverted child, he honed his craft
on the street, the most humbling way to break into show
business. Now, he has conquered his introversion through
public speaking and has catapulted into high demand in
the corporate world, sharing his inspiring story with
everyone from executives to educators.
Shaun Jay truly is an alchemist! Most people call it
magic, but he likes to think of his talent as a blessing that
helps him express and communicate entertaining
messages for corporate clients like Sara Lee, Sprint, and
Toyota.
He combines improv-style comedy with meticulous
sleight of hand to create presentations that are enjoyed by
audiences of all ages, leaving boring presentations a thing
of the past!"

Specialties: Magic; Success; Millennials;
Entrepreneurship; Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Target Audience: Colleges; Corporations;
Natural Health Conventions
Topic:
The 5 Points of Success (From A
Millennial’s Perspective)
A talk about success from a millennial's
perspective! Your executives will experience
an inspiring, motivational, and interactive
presentation that educates audiences on the top
five key traits of successful people. Shaun uses
personal examples from his career, along with
engaging magical presentations that help drive
home his message, leaving your Executives
feeling energized, refreshed, and motivated!
●
●

Shaun Can Produce A Custom Magical Presentation Using Your
Company Product(S) And Logo!
Any Custom Show Requests Must Be Placed At Least 3 Weeks
In Advance

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
Mary G. @ 336.775.9661
http://mgmspeakersbureau.com

Headquartered in NC – Available Worldwide

Copyright (c) 2010 MGM Speakers Bureau is a Woman Owned Business

●

Learn the top 5 key traits of highly
successful people in today's modern
society
Be inspired by Shaun's motivating
story on how he overcame bilateral
carpal tunnel syndrome without
surgery.
Audience members will be able
interact and most importantly HAVE
FUN as Shaun combines silky smooth
sleight-of-hand, improvisational
comedy, and a message that will ring
true for anyone in business.

Please Call for Fees
Testimonial:
“Shaun Jay was the highlight of our internal
United Way campaign- the staff and leadership
loved his show and raved for days about it!”
KH, United Way

